"We completely eradicated our global access problem (over 40,000 sensitive folders open to everyone) in 17 days without breaking anything. I couldn't believe it."

CISO
Major Online Retailer

"Detection, prevention, and investigation are all interrelated. No other solution does all three as well as Varonis."

SECURITY ENGINEER
Major U.S. Energy Provider

"Varonis helps our team identify incidents faster when users gain access to files to which they shouldn’t have access. Before Varonis, no one knew which users had permission to which data."

TECHNICAL ENGINEER
Rabobank
Data Protection

- Prioritizes and fixes permissions exposures
- Tracks all data access activity
- Automates authorization, migration, and deletion
- Visualizes risk across hybrid environments

Privacy & Compliance

- Finds and classifies data with hundreds of built-in rules
- Prioritizes based on sensitivity, exposure, and activity
- Labels or quarantines sensitive data
- Enables Data Subject Access Request (DSAR) for unstructured data

Threat Detection & Response

- Analyzes the right telemetry from data, directory services, DNS, and edge devices
- Builds the right context about users, roles, devices, and data
- Makes forensics intuitive and conclusive
- Decreases time to detect and time to respond

www.varonis.com | 1.877.292.8767